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4ABSTRACT
Event Localization in Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks
using Monitoring Courses
Matthew John Robert Debont
In this thesis we consider different methods to localize events in a multi-hop wire-
less sensor network operating underwater using acoustic modems. The network con-
sists of surface gateway nodes and relay nodes. Localization of surface gateways can
be achieved through GPS, but we cannot rely on this technology for localizing un-
derwater nodes. Surface Gateway nodes can distribute their locations through the
network using the incoming signals by the acoustic modems from the relay nodes.
Relay nodes are deployed to remain static but due to water currents, floating, and
the untethered nature of the nodes, they often suffer from frequent drifting which can
result in a deployed network suffering link failures. In this work, we developed a novel
concept of an underwater alarming system, which adapts a cyclic graph model. In the
event of link failure, a series of alarm packets are broadcasted in the network. These
alarms are then captured through a novel concept of underwater Monitoring Courses
(M-Courses), which can also be used to assure network connectivity and identify
node faults. M-Courses also allow the network to localize events and identify network
issues at a local level before forwarding any results upwards to a Surface Gateway
5nodes. This reduces the amount of communication overhead needed and allowing for
distributed management of nodes in a network which may be constantly moving. We
show that the proposed algorithms can reduce the number of send operations needed
for an event to be localized in a network.
We have found that M-Course routing reduces the number of sends required to
report and event to a Surface Gateway by up to 80% in some cases when compared
to a na¨ıve routing implementation. But this is achieved by increasing the time for
an event to reach a Surface Gateway. These effects are both due to the buffering
effect of M-Course routing, which allows us to efficiently deal with multiple events in
an local area and we find that the performance of M-Course routing is not affected
by these types of events while the na¨ıve case can experience problems. We also find
that generating an M-Course solution even over large networks (up to 800 nodes) is
relatively inexpensive and can typically be achieved in under a second. However we
also find that the viability of M-Course solutions is heavily dependant on the size of
the network used, where smaller networks often lead to more efficient solutions. So
we also propose a partitioning of the network based on Surface Gateway locations to
reduce computational complexity and improve the viability of M-Course solutions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks have recently been deployed for data gathering in ground,
sea, and air environments. Such environments can be considered harsh for humans
to work in, especially in the presence of high altitude, temperature, and pressure.
Recall the disastrous events of April 2010 where the Deep-water Horizon offshore
oilrig suffered an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico [5]. The explosion resulted in an
oil spill which affected the lives of more than 30 million people in five states of the
U.S.A and lead BP to setup a twenty billion dollar trust fund [6].The oil continued
to leak for more than three months, due to the inability of the parties involved to
find a means of successfully sealing the leaking oil well more than 18,000 feet below
the ocean surface [5]. BP used Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) to aid in its
attempts to seal the leaking well, but this failed to achieve speedy and satisfactory
results, while requiring the ROV to be tethered to a control ship via a cable meaning
that the device as well as cables needed to be carried to the site.
1.1 Underwater Sensor Networks
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) are typically composed of nodes in
three basic topologies [1][2];
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1. Static 2D – Nodes placed along sea floor, using large sinks to form clusters and
for surface communication (an example is shown in Figure 1.1), this type of
network can be used for long term monitoring of the sea bed and the formations
beneath it, (i.e., oil exploration, early warning systems, etc. . . ).
Figure 1.1: A Static 2D Network Example [1][2]
2. Static 3D - Nodes attached to tethers to the sea floor at different depths and can
form their own links to the surface or use sink nodes for this purpose (an example
is shown in Figure 1.2), this can be used for more temporary setups, monitoring
the sea floor and the water columns above it (i.e., habitat monitoring, disaster
recovery, etc.)
3. Mobile Nodes – Uses a mixture of both mobile nodes and static nodes to achieve
communication. This type of network can be quickly deployed in a given area
to meet any given task i.e. Disaster Recovery (i.e., fix leaking oil pipes, Sea
Floor Exploration, Habitat Monitoring, Habitat Sampling, etc.).
15
Figure 1.2: A Static 3D Network Example [1][2]
There are several variations upon these themes but they will not be elaborated
upon in this thesis and in our case we are aiming to create a network using a com-
bination of static and mobile nodes as described in [2][7]. Most current underwater
networks rely upon Acoustic telemetry to communicate but current acoustic modem
technology is very limited by the low signal propagation speed in water (around
1.5 × 103m/sec as opposed to radio propagation of around 3 × 108m/sec) and no
commercial system can exceed a range × rate product of more than 40km × 1kbps
[8]. However, the low bandwidth issue is not the only problem that is faced here we
also have to deal with many other problems such as high noise, path loss, multi-path
and Doppler spread [2].
Putting this all together we can see that acoustic networks have a large prop-
agation delay, low available bandwidth and a high error rate. There are several
alternatives to acoustic telemetry such as optical communication (limited by range
[9]) and radio waves (limited by power and the physical properties of the medium
16
[2]), but these are unsuitable for our purposes.
1.2 Problem Definition and Motivation
The goal of this thesis is to create a full network monitoring and reliable event localiza-
tion system. As such the localization of sensor nodes in the underwater environment
is an important challenge as the position of a node can be important in diagnosing
the cause of events.
A simple solution to localization on land is the use of the Global Positioning
System (GPS) to give an extremely accurate position of the node. However GPS
signals do not penetrate bodies of water very well leaving us with something of a
conundrum [2]. There has been a lot of work into alternative methods of underwater
localization. Most of these methods revolve around the use of nodes with a known
position such as a surface buoy or control ship, which can use GPS to accurately find
its location. These nodes can then broadcast their location to other nodes; these nodes
can then make an attempt to work out their own position based upon the angle of the
incoming signal and the elapsed time since the transmission of that signal [10][11][12].
This value is then assigned a ‘confidence value’ to show how confident a node is of its
position. Nodes which use this position to approximate their own use that confidence
value to set their own confidence values so as that value reduces over each successive
localization exchanges.
There are some alternatives to the use of static nodes for localization such as
the work described in [10], which uses a mobile nodes to attempt to localize mobile
sensors. Another alternative would be to promote certain node to act as a location
aware node, which would find some way to discover its location. For example, the
node could simply surface to get a GPS fix and then rejoin the network to act as a
locator beacon to the other nodes. Another idea would be for nodes to be equipped
17
with a detachable GPS antenna which could float to the surface and then be reeled
back into the node once a fix has been made.
Once a nodes location has become known, we then have to decide how to get that
information to where it will be most useful. For example, if we discover that a node
is no longer contactable due to the node drifting away from its known position, we
need to get that information to a master node so that corrective action can be taken.
Ideally all nodes would know a direct path back to the relevant beacon nodes, but we
may not always know this path at any given node beyond a rough direction. Thus,
we need to create a way of reliably sending information back towards beacon nodes in
the network. In many cases an event will be detected and pushed towards interested
nodes. In this case we rely on beacon nodes to collect these events and make decisions
on how to proceed.
Our next goal is define where to place beacon nodes such that the number of
beacons is minimized but also place those beacon nodes in the positions where they
will be of the most use. This problem has been tackled in similar work and the
problem itself can be described as an NP-Hard problem as shown in [13], where
the authors consider an acyclic flow network and how to place beacon nodes in the
network such that they can be reasonably assured that any event will be detected.
We aim to develop a similar system, but we do not have the same restrictions and
have a different set of problems to deal with.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
This thesis represents the first phase of a project to develop a fleet of Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), with an unprecedented degree of autonomy to carry out
a wide range of tasks with little human interaction. These AUVs will communicate
over a wireless multi-hop sensor network formed by the fleet itself. In this thesis, we
18
propose a novel underwater node placement scheme and event localization scheme
using Monitoring Courses (M-Courses). Initially, the nodes are placed in the area in
such a way to ensure multiple paths of communication between the surface and an
Area of Interest (AoI), while M-Courses are generated to update the status of the
network and to localize events in the network and report them to relevant controlling
nodes.
The following list details the goals laid out in this Thesis;
• A Novel Node Placement Algorithm for Placement of nodes in a 3D environment
given a communication range and an operating area where a Zone of Interest is
connected to the surface via a series of SGs and Relay Nodes (RNs)
• A Routing Algorithm that gives a deployed and relatively well connected net-
work in a given area that allows us to group nodes in the network into small
clusters and provides a path from any node to at least one SG
• A method of placing beacon nodes in the network as such to ensure that all
nodes are covered by a at least one local node, which can be used to determine
actions required if needed
• A method to repair the routing system defined above given an non-traversable
edge
• A method of broadcasting events from a given node in such a way that beacon
or control nodes are aware of the event and can localize it to a given area
1.4 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives background information about
Underwater Communications, Underwater Node Placement and Localization Tech-
niques, and presents the idea of Monitoring Courses (M-Courses) and finally the
19
concept of network monitoring using alarms. Chapter 3 highlights the network mon-
itoring model, provides definitions that will be used throughout the thesis and de-
scribes the problem formulation. Chapter 4 presents M-Course Routing describing
the basic ideas behind the generation of M-Courses. Chapter 5 describes a novel
scheme for beacon node placement and how to interpret data from alarms generated
by events in the network. Chapter 6 provides an analysis of the performance of the
proposed systems in this thesis and also provides some simulation results of the com-
pleted work. Chapter 7 summarizes the work and provides some concluding remarks
and options for further work.
20
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we provide an overview of underwater communication techniques,
underwater node placement and localization techniques, the concept of M-Courses,
and the concept of network monitoring using alarms.
2.1 Underwater Transmission
Due to the underwater transmission characteristics and node unprotected mobility
there are different transmission technologies that can be used. Radio waves have been
shown to be an unviable for use in underwater networks as radio waves suffer from
large signal attenuation unless we use Extra Low Frequency (ELF) (3-300 Hz) signals
[2][14]. While ELF broadcasts can be heard anywhere on the planet, the construction
of an antenna is a difficult prospect and only two such systems have been created
the American Seafarer [15] and the Russian ZEV [16] systems. Both are built on two
separate sites spanning tens of kilometers and only offering one way communication
to submerged submarines. If we consider the current wireless sensor mote technology
into perspective and take the Berkeley Mica 2 Mote [17], it has been seen that these
motes in particular can only communicate at range up to 120 cm in water at 433
MHz [2]. So we can see that for underwater nodes radio waves are not the answer for
21
underwater wireless communications.
Optical signals as demonstrated in [9] are an alternative and less used technology.
In [9] optical modems are used in conjunction with acoustic telemetry to achieve
higher data rate associated and a lower error rate than Acoustic Telemetry. However,
optical signal can only propagate short distances (e.g., 2−8m with special lenses) [9].
This solution becomes useful when the nodes are close to each other and there are
no obstructions in the water such as oil, fish, rocks, etc... to interfere with direct line
of sight, but the short range means that optical signalling is not useful in networks
covering large areas.
Acoustic telemetry is currently the most widely deployed technology [1][2][18] for
UWSNs. Current acoustic modems are limited by low-signal propagation speed in
water, but short-range communications can theoretically reach hundreds of kbps if
two nodes share a good channel. A good channel can be defined by combination of
depth, water temperature, and salinity [19] but the transmission loss of any signal
between two given nodes can be described by the following formula;
TL(dij) = 10λlog10
(
dij
1m
)
+ αdijdB (2.1)
Where dij is the distance between the two considered nodes i and j, λ is the
propagation loss factor (dependent on depth and other factors affecting signal loss
such as water layers, etc...[19] ) and α is the absorption loss factor (based upon
environmental factors e.g., salinity levels, water temperature, etc...) and the carrier
frequency such that α increases with carrier frequency) [19][20]. In this case we can
only really modify the carrier frequency, as all other parameters are a factor of a
nodes position, which is not completely under our control.
There are however other works dealing with protocols for UWSNs such as error
recovery for acoustic telemetry using network coding [21], other work includes inves-
tigation of scheduling protocols to design path planning algorithms in [22], but in
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general networking protocols for UWSNs is relatively unstudied.
2.2 Underwater Node Deployment Schemes
In our work we anticipate a complex 3D network topology, which will be typically
made-up of low power/compute nodes and low data rates present on the physical
layer itself. As well as the number of deployed nodes being limited to the number
carried by the deployment vessel.
In literature, acoustic sensor deployment and localization is relatively a non-
studied problem. Several studies have tackled this problem considering an already
deployed system such as [2] and [7]. These studies have mainly focused on the node
movement and node path correction. In our system the placement and localization
of nodes is an important challenge since the position of a node can be important in
discovering the cause of an event.
Sensor node deployment for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is a well studied
problem and many such works exist for placement using static and mobile nodes such
as those shown in [23]. Node deployment schemes for an underwater environment
are limited to schemes that rely on reference nodes deployed as surface buoys whose
locations are determined via GPS technology [19]. These networks are not scalable
as we rely on all nodes being in the communication range of at least one reference
node severely limiting the AoI reachable by UWSNs.
This weakness leads us to a model where nodes communicate via a multi-hop
wireless network. This extends the range to a product of the number of nodes but
leads to problems with localization as the location of a node is dependent on the
nodes it can hear and their own estimated locations.
There have also been proposals for hierarchical UWSNs [12][24] where a large scale
UWSN made up of reference nodes attached to surface buoys, submerged anchor nodes
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and ordinary nodes [19]. These networks depend on the surface reference nodes being
able to communicate with the submerged anchor nodes however, meaning that their
usefulness is limited but also they require deployment of the submerged anchor nodes
which will prove difficult at extreme depths.
Of these ideas we are aiming to develop a multi-hop network with a collection
of Surface Buoys acting as reference nodes with submerged relay nodes that may be
promoted to reference nodes depending on the state of the network to control a series
of nodes in an area of interest from the Surface Buoys. [23] shows several methods of
deployment in movement assisted networks:
• Virtual Force (Vector-Based) Approach: Sensors move according to a movement
vector computed using the relative position of their neighbors
• Voronoi-Based Approach: Sensors adjust their location to reduce uncovered
local area in its Voronoi polygon possibly in multiple rounds
• Load-Balancing Approach: The number of sensors in the regions of a partitioned
sensor field is balanced through multiple rounds of scans
• Stochastic Approach: Sensors spread out through random walk
• Point-Coverage Approach: The area coverage problem is converted to a point
coverage problem over certain geographic graph
• Incremental Approach: Sensors are deployed incrementally, i.e., one at a time,
based on the information gathered from previously deployed sensors
• Maximum-flow approach: sensors deployment is modeled as minimum cost max-
imum flow problem from source regions to whole regions in Region of Interest
(ROI)
• Genetic Algorithm Approach: Sensor movement plan is generated by multi-
round selection and reproduction simulating genes and natural selection
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(a) Node Placement
Based on a Cube
Model
(b) Node Placement
Based on a Hexagon
Model
(c) Node Placement
Based on a Rhombus
Model
(d) Node Placement
Based on a Truncated
Octahedron Model
Figure 2.1: Voronoi Deployment Schemes [3]
From these ideas we adapt a Voronoi-Based Approach using Truncated Octahe-
drons to form an ideal deployment as shown in [3][25] which uses a Voronoi-Based
approach to achieve total sensor coverage of an area producing deployment patterns
such as those shown in Figure 2.1. Choosing one of these deployment methods allows
us to deploy nodes in such a way that every node can communication with all of
its neighbors. This scheme requires a large number of nodes to fill a large area, so
the scheme requires some modification to allow for factors including the number of
nodes carried by the deployment vessel and to take the characteristics of the medium
into account, for example differing communication ranges at different depths, in this
thesis we consider reducing the number of nodes to allow for connection to be reliably
maintained from the surface to the AoI.
2.3 Underwater Node Localization Schemes
Localization of underwater nodes is a difficult prospect and is greatly dependant on
the deployment of the network itself. There have been several schemes described in
literature that would allows us to localize a submerged node. [19], [26] describes some
basic methods of localization that fall under the following categories:
• Range Based Localization
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– Single-Stage, Static References
– Multi-Stage, Static References
– Mobile References
• Range Free Localization
– Area Localization
– Directional Beaconing
2.3.1 Range Based Underwater Localization
Range based localization is a well studied problem for indoor environments and many
such examples exist such as Cicada [27]. There are some schemes that have been
adapted from these systems to fit the underwater environment. The schemes described
here are based around detecting the range and the angle of any incoming signal to
describe a nodes position relative to the senders position [28][29].
Single Stage, Static References
These schemes are based upon a set of deployed Surface Buoys acting as reference
nodes with ordinary nodes relying on direct communication with these Surface Buoys.
There are several competing Underwater Positioning System (UPS) based solu-
tions. The first was described by [30] which provides “Silent Positioning”, where
ordinary nodes listen for broadcasts from the reference nodes in order to localize
themselves [19]. The effects of multipath fading were be mitigated by using an Ul-
tra Wideband Saleh Vanezeula (UWB-SV) model [31][19], to improve the calculated
locations.
This system was improved as the Enhanced Underwater Positioning System (E-
UPS) in [32]. This system proposed the following:
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1. Increase redundancy through deploying more reference nodes
2. Devise a dynamic mechanism for leader reference node identification
3. Introducing a time-out mechanism to trigger beaconing in the event of trans-
mission loss
Further work in this field has mainly been concerned with increasing the number of
reference nodes to increase accuracy and reliability [19]. The proposed systems have
the weakness of not being able to operate over large networks due to the limitation
of ordinary nodes needing to be in direct communication with the static reference
nodes.
Multi-Stage, Static References
Here we can use ordinary nodes as reference nodes to allow nodes with no direct link
to a set of initial reference nodes to self-localize, allowing us to scale the system to a
larger UWSNs.
One such system is the GPS-Less system described in [33], which builds a coor-
dinate system from the first three discovered ordinary nodes using a single reference
node and then extends the node discovery by selecting ordinary nodes by their prox-
imity from the new reference nodes [19].
A similar piece of work involves a joint localization and synchronization scheme
(L-S) is proposed in [34] for 3D UWSNs. However, the network is partitioned into
cells, and localization is performed at the cell level. Such that each ordinary node
may be promoted to a reference node if it is localized by five reference nodes, meaning
that we need at least one ordinary node in the network which can communicate to
all five original network nodes.
If we consider a hierarchical network deployment scheme presented in [12], we can
use this structure to localize ordinary nodes. [12] proposes the Large Scale Localiza-
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tion (LSL) scheme to localize ordinary nodes in a hierarchical network with the help
of localized reference nodes. The basic principle being that nodes can pass on their
location to all nodes lower down in the hierarchy such that nodes are only localized
by their parent nodes. However, the estimated location of a node lower down in this
hierarchy is much less likely to be as accurate as estimations of nodes high up in the
hierarchy so in [12]. They implement a ‘confidence value’ scheme so a node may only
promote itself to a reference node if its confidence value is greater than a given mini-
mum (which is fixed as one for anchored nodes) [19]. This work is further augmented
by the inclusion of mobility prediction (SLMP) [11][35], which reduces the number of
broadcasts needed to localize a mobile network by using a mobility model to predict
the movement of a node.
Mobile References
The above schemes require deployment of some sort of fixed reference node which
may not always be possible, so some work has also been put into localization of nodes
using mobile reference nodes.
One such example is an AUV-aided localization technique proposed in [10]. The
sensor nodes can be dropped into the ocean and will move with the water currents
while an AUV will traverse the UWSN periodically. The AUV obtains position up-
dates by rising to the surface to use GPS, and then dives to a predefined depth and
periodically performs a two-way message exchange with ordinary nodes. If we assume
that ordinary nodes can measure their own depth, we should be able to accurately
localize all nodes given the received messages from the mobile AUV. Another example
is the Dive’N’Rise Localization (DNRL) scheme described in [36] and [35] which uses
the fixed nodes themselves which dive and rise using a weight/bladder mechanism
and each node equipped with a GPS receiver and an acoustic transceiver. The node
would then broadcast its position to all other nodes in range of the new reference
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node.
We can see that these networks however are mainly concerned with nodes which
can only control their mobility through the depth of the node meaning that ocean
currents can have a severe effect on the network.
2.3.2 Range Free Localization
The Range-based methods described in the previous section rely on the accuracy of
the range estimations performed at the node which can be greatly suffer from node
mobility and a poor underwater environment, so several range-free schemes have been
proposed.
Area Localization
The Area Localization Scheme (ALS) [37] proposed a 2D system, where a nodes
position can be estimated within a certain area rather than its exact location. The
ALS was improved in the 3D Multi-Stage Area Localization Scheme (3D-MALS) [38]
that combined the concepts proposed in ALS with the Large Scale Localization with
Detachable Elevator Transceiver (LSL-DET) scheme (A modified LSL scheme with
a Detachable Elevator Transceiver (DET) attached to surface buoys, which extended
the range of the reference nodes [39]), to extend this technique to allow for much finer
localization. However, both of these techniques have the same drawbacks. They are
both centralized and provide fairly coarse localization which does not consider node
mobility [19].
Directional Beaconing
Directional beaconing consider a 2D and 3D underwater localization scheme (UDB
and LDB) proposed in [40] and [41]. It uses a single AUV with directional beacons to
localize network nodes. The AUV travels along a predetermined path and performs
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Figure 2.2: M-Trail based fast link failure localization [4]
vertical beaconing periodically. This beaconing can then be used by the nodes to
figure out their location, by monitoring the beacons that a node receives (i.e., the
location that the node first sees the AUV and when the node stops receiving those
beacons from the AUV). This technique however assumes that the AUV knows its
location, so it has to travel along the surface.
2.4 Monitoring Courses (M-Courses)
The idea behind Monitoring Courses (M-Courses) is loosely based upon the concept
of M-Trails described in [4]. An M-Trail monitoring solution is made up of a number
of trails as shown in Figure 2.2b, such that any edge can be identified by the trails
which pass through it. So when an event occurs the network is flooded with alarm
packets from the trail which identifies the event, so that we can localize an event by
the alarms which are generated by the event. In this case this solution is used for fast
localization of errors in all-optical mesh networks. In our case however we cannot use
the same solution as it has several major drawbacks.
This approach is costly in terms of power consumption as we would have to pass
through an edge multiple times to achieve an accurate result. But also the compu-
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tation time for an M-trail solution is very high. For example, the M-Trail solution
for the ARPA2 topology [42], which is a simple 21 node network with 25 links, takes
11234.86 seconds [42][43] to generate a solution with nine trails. This is obviously
acceptable for a static network, but for a mobile network of underwater vehicles this
is far too long to form a solution, especially given that our networks could be scaled
to hundreds of nodes in size.
So instead we attempt to create a series of cycles in the network, together covering
the entire network and then attempt to draw connections between these cycles to
create a path from the SG to any other node in the network. These cycles can
be seen as completely self-organizing sections of the network with the objective of
keeping their own connections and monitoring their members for events.
Another challenge for the formulation of M-Course is how to pick source and
destination nodes. The obvious answer is to use static nodes with larger or renewable
power supplies (i.e., surface buoys with solar panels) and then simply pick the same
node as the source and destination. We could also attempt to leverage the fact that
these sink nodes should have a more powerful communication network between each
other. For example, the system proposed in [44] uses radio communication between
surface buoys as a sort of preferential network. This would allow us to create flows
though the network starting and ending at these sink nodes and then relying on the
inter-sink communications to transmit results to the original source node.
In [42] and [43] M-Trails are used to localize events through the use of alarm
codes. These codes are decimal codes, which can be used to represent and localize
links in the network through the use of an alarm code table shown in Figure 2.2c.
Each edge can be traversed by multiple M-Trails as shown in Figure 2.2b and using
this information we can determine the source of any network event by collecting the
alarms triggered by packets traversing the M-Trails.
In our case we do not create M-Courses which traverse edges on multiple occasions,
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so alarms will have a different meaning. They are mainly being able to localize the
event to a single node within a cycle in the network. With beacon nodes collecting
these alarms to determine possible future actions. Allowing us to deal with events
locally if possible and deferring to a master node if needed.
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Chapter 3
Network Monitoring Model
In this chapter, we first highlight the network model developed in this thesis. Second,
we provide the necessary definitions which will be used through the thesis. Finally,
we construct the problem formulation.
3.1 Network Model
We have created a random network generator that places nodes randomly in the space
between Z = 0 and Z = ZI where ZI is an interface layer between the operational
plane and the relay network connecting that plane to the surface, which may be the
sea floor or simply an AoI in which we are operating. We have set up the generator to
create a range of nodes per local partition, which is simply placed as a square centred
on the a SG, which are distributed equally amongst the surface plane. We can then
simply check if each node (V ) is in range of any other node to create the edges (E)
of the network such that we have a deployed network.
We can see one such generated network in Figure 3.1a, with each local partition
denoted by a different set of colored nodes. We can also see the SG nodes denoted
as four separate colors at the top of the diagram. We can expand this to showing
the results of M-Course generation as shown in Figure 3.1b and 3.1c. However, this
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(a) Full Network (b) Single Partition (c) Sub-M-Courses on Parti-
tion shown in (b)
Figure 3.1: Visualization of a M-Course Routing Run over a Random Network
random generation pattern presents us with some issues. The generated network will
likely not be similar to those we will likely see in a real world deployment, as these
will typically form ‘cables’ from RNs allowing the SG to communicate with the ZI.
Another issue here is that the randomly generated networks may form clusters or
disjoints of connectivity, which we may not be able to efficiently process.
To combat this we have created a separate process to create slightly more real-
istic networks by distributing using a Voronoi-Based Approach. Our approach uses
Truncated Octahedrons to form an ideal deployment based on the work shown in [3]
and [25].
A truncated octahedron itself can be constructed by taking a regular octahedron
(shown in Figure 3.2a[45]) of edge length 3a and removing a square based pyramid of
edge length a from each point (the final result is shown in Figure 3.2b[45]). If we take
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(a) Regular Octahedron (b) Truncated Octahedron (c) Bitruncated Cubic Honey-
combl
Figure 3.2: Primitives for used in Smart Node Placement in a 3D Network
a sphere of radius Tmax and use this to create a bounding circumsphere to generate
a Truncated Octahedron with the node based at the center of this shape, we can
tessellate these shapes to form a Bitruncated Cubic Honeycomb (as shown in Figure
3.2c[46]) to act as a space-filling polygon for the entire operational area giving as a
completely optimal placement scheme, but at the cost of using an excessive number of
nodes, the construction of which is further described in [3],[25] and [24]. We can then
place a series of SGs on the surface plane by taking a square, which is circumscribed,
by a circle based on the maximum range of the acoustic modems.
From this we first try to find a route from every SG to the interface nodes that
form the gateway into the ZI. We then remove nodes that are never touched in this
process and then we can try to remove nodes in such a way as to retain connectivity
but remove high levels of redundancy. To do this we remove nodes with a number of
edges greater than a given threshold value (γ). This technique has so far has formed
reasonable networks.
If we take maximum values for the range of an acoustic modem from the work on
creating Aquanodes [9] giving us a maximum range of 400m, for this test we have
conservatively used a maximum range of 200m we have created a small test area of
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(a) Honeycomb (2135 Nodes) (b) Remove Unused Nodes
(832 Nodes)
(c) Remove Low Goodness
Nodes (235 Nodes)
Figure 3.3: Visualization of a Smart Node Placement in 3D Network
1000 ∗ 1000 ∗ 2000m and filling the space with truncated octahedron to get an ideal
coverage model as shown in Figure 3.3a. This arrangement while ideal is impractical
due to the large number of nodes required; following the algorithm we remove the
nodes, which aren’t, used fully giving us the network model shown in Figure 3.3b. We
can already see a clear reduction in node density in the model, however this model is
still impractical. Figure 3.3c shows the result of removing nodes with a large number
of neighbours (above the threshold value γ), which provides a reasonable network
with multiple links to and paths to reach ZI.
For the example shown here in Figure 3.3 shows the network, which starts of with
a total of over 2000 nodes, which is then reduced by excluding unused nodes and then
reduced by the calculated goodness metric. The result is a reduction to 235 nodes in
this example, most of the cuts where made on the basis of nodal degree in this case.
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This number can be further reduced by making further tests.
3.2 Model Definitions
We propose the creation of a wireless acyclic network with two pre-defined points; a
SG, which exists at the surface of the area of interest, and a group of Interest Nodes
(INs), which exist at the point of interest in that area. Between these two groups we
have to generate the positions of all other nodes to enable wireless communications
between these points, these nodes in this case are known as RN.
3.2.1 Definitions
We consider an acyclic graph G(V,E) in which every edge E(u, v) has a non-negative
real-valued capacity c(u, v); three sets of vertices, R = [r1, r2, , rk] a set of relay ver-
tices, D = [d1, d2, , dk] a set of source/sink vertices and I = [i1, i2, , ik] a set of IN
vertices where S,D, I ⊂ V .
Definition 1 : An SG (SGi) is a node, which acts a gateway between the surface
and the acoustic networks, also offering localization services to the acoustic network.
An SG node is placed at a surface position px,y,z ∈ Vx,y,0. Every SGi will act as a
Source Node, in the case of the Flow Network they will inject packets into the network
while the M-Course Routing Algorithm uses them as Source and Sink nodes..
Definition 2 : An Acoustic Node (ANi) is a node, which is located underwater. Any
AN is placed at any position below the surface px,y,z ∈ Vx,y,z<0
Definition 3 : A Zone of Interest (I) is a subset of edges in graph G(V,E), i.e. a
zone in which current operations are located.
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Definition 4 : An RN (RNi) is a node which is an Acoustic Node but not within
I. Described as px,y,z ∈ AN /∈ I. Relay nodes may be declared as beacon nodes in
the M-Course algorithm.
Definition 5 : An Interface Layer (ZI), which acts as an interface between the RN
and the Interest Nodes (INi) that operate in this area performing a given task.
3.2.2 Problem Formulation
The problem is how to localize and detect events in a given network of nodes? There
are three challenges that initially need to be solved:
1. SG placement Problem: Given an operational plane R, calculate the minimum
number of SG required ensuring complete coverage of area via acoustic modems
without interference between cells. SGs should also be able to communicate via
more conventional wireless modems above the surface.
2. RN placement Problem: Given a operational area F , a Zone of Interest I in
this area, a threshold value γ and a set of SG deployed along a plane at the
surface R, compute the minimum number of nodes that need to be deployed in
F and their deployment locations px,y,z.
3. Event Localization Problem: Given a time-varying network F create a tour of all
known nodes in F . We can then use this tour to localize and take appropriate
actions for detected events, such as;
• A node detects an environmental event and forwards it to a beacon node
for action
• We encounter a link, which is either missing or unusable due to poor Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR) for example.
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The given problem considers a partition in a time varying underwater network.
A simpler version of the problem will be to consider a whole network, which does
not vary over time. We first show that the simplified problem can be described as a
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), which is well known NP-Hard problem [47].
Theorem 1: The M-Course Generation Problem is NP-Hard
Our problem considers the graph G(V,E) consisting of a set of Vertices V (x, y, z)
connected via a set of edges E(Vi, Vj, c) with an associated cost c and a single source
S acting as the ingress node for this solution. We must ensure that each V is the
member of at least one cycle and that every cycle can reach at least one other cycle,
in such a way that minimizes the cost of traversing the cycle and each V is touched
a minimal number of times.
From this we can consider that this problem is a variant of TSPs, which is well,
known as an NP-Hard problem [48][47]. Since the problem is NP-hard we know that
there is no polynomial time algorithm to produce an optimal solution. Instead we
can divide the problem into two non-overlapping sub-problems. First, we present an
algorithm to create a set of Cycles (C) called Sub-M-Courses ensuring full coverage of
all V ∈ G. Secondly, we develop a method of linking Sub-M-Courses into one or more
complete cycles called M-Courses which both start at end at one or more S nodes.
If we assume that both problems 1 and 2 are solved giving us a deployed network
G(V,E) we can combine both of these problems into problem 4 as follows:
4. M-Course Generation Problem: Given a network G(V,E) with SG, RN and a
ZI, create a tour or tours that can be used to verify the integrity of G(V,E) and
localize events in the network. These tours should be made up of cycles joined
together via links to alternate cycles. This can be performed over an entire
network or a small partition of the nodes in that network. If we are dealing
with a small partition (P ) we may have to use nodes, which are external to
P (Vext), to complete connectivity inside of P .
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This algorithm depends on the choice of any E from a given V and to choose
we need to determine a ‘goodness’ value for each E. The basic cost value given for
each E can be calculated as a product of the distance between the nodes connected
via this edge and Signal to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR). This cost value can
then be augmented by conditional options such as;
• Edge leads to a node that does / doesn’t exist in local partition
• Edge has been previously visited in the current M-Course Routing run
• Edge leads to the Source node of this particular Sub-M-Course
• Edge leads to a node which is closer to the average XYZ position of the remain-
ing unvisited nodes
We need to determine how each of these attributes contribute to creating a cycle
either over a set of / all nodes in P , we can do this be using a series of scalable weights
to modify the cost of an edge to create an ideal Sub-M-Course.
Once we have a deployed M-Course solution in a network we need to determine
which nodes can be denoted as beacon nodes in this solution, leading us to the next
problem;
5. Given a set of M-Courses formed from a set of Sub-M-Courses SMC over a
given time varying network G(V,E) create a set of beacon nodes in the network
such that an event can be received and processed by at least one beacon node
in each SMC, but also such that a given Degree of Coverage Dc is satisfied
allowing an event to be detected and localized accurately.
We can see that this problem is a variant of the problem described in [13]. In our
case, we can use the layout of Sub-M-Courses to help us decide optimal locations as
well as the node connectivity.
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Chapter 4
M-Course Routing
In this chapter, we address how to select the source and destination nodes of the M-
Courses, then how to generate Sub-M-Courses and finally how to link them together
to create a single master M-Course.
The first problem can be solved by selecting the set of deployed SG as source and
sink nodes. However, we still need to define the selection metric to choose these nodes
while generating M-Courses. An initial choice would be to use the control ship as the
source and simply choose the closest surface buoy to the end of the current M-Course
(assuming we can build M-Courses without a specific end node). This would reduce
the problem to simply finding a route from start to finish and then simply increasing
the number of M-Courses to ensure network node coverage. However this idea relies
on there being a control ship and in some cases this may not be true, so SGs need
to be self-organizing and act as management nodes for the deployed network. We do
not pursue this idea in this work, instead we rely on generating cycles to ensure node
coverage.
The next problem is how to create Sub-M-Courses in the network itself. For
this reason, this work uses localized partitioning on the network. This reduces the
complexity of this task, helps us to create shorter cycles and should create more
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efficient M-Courses.
A basic outline of the algorithm that is proposed to route M-Courses is shown
in Figure 4.1. The overall algorithm itself based loosely on the Nearest Neighbor
algorithm where the cheapest edge is taken from any current edge until we complete
the cycle. This has been shown to create solutions that are far from optimal in some
cases [49][50][51]. So in this case we propose the use of the location of the nodes to
steer the Sub-M-Courses in the direction of other nodes in the population and several
other cost modifiers to improve performance.
The algorithm itself can be split up into three distinct stages. The first of which
can be described as a setup stage, where each of the nodes attempts to set up their
area of interest by first dividing up the whole operating area into equal chunks each
controlled by an SG. These chunks can be further refined to make sure that they
include an evenly distributed set of nodes by increasing or decreasing the size of the
area. The second stage is where the core functionality of the algorithm lies. This part
is responsible for generating the Sub-M-Courses. The third stage can be described as
a clean-up stage, where the algorithm creates cycles from non-cyclic Sub-M-Courses
and links them together to form the M-Course for this local partition.
One of the advantages here is that this split of the entire operating area into smaller
chunks is that we can approach this problem with a divide and conquer strategy.
This partitioning of the network does have some downsides as it may essentially hide
important links which would otherwise have been used to connect unreachable nodes,
so this means the Sub-M-Course generator needs to be able to leave its partition.
This also means we need to be able to balance the cost of leaving the partition with
an additional cost. In this case we can use increased link cost and a threshold counter
to make sure we are not simply straying into another partition with no benefit.
The Sub-M-Course generator should run until we visited all nodes in the popu-
lation, creating a new Sub-M-Course every time we reach the source node or pass a
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Figure 4.1: Basic Course Routing Algorithm
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(a) Case 1 - A node with one degree of con-
nectivity is not visited
(b) Case 2 A complete loop is created but
part of the network is not connected via any
visible links in the current local partition
Figure 4.2: Specific types of network topology; which may cause issues in Sub-M-
Course generation (Dashed lines represent unvisited links and nodes)
given threshold. The idea being we will always take the cheapest link out from the
current node and update the cost of the traversed link, reducing the likelihood that
it will be traversed again, and repeat the process.
There are several special cases that we need to deal with, which are shown in
Figure 4.2. The issue shown in Figure 4.2a is easily solved through some modification
of the costs of links leading to nodes with one degree of connectivity, which would
cause the Sub-M-Course generation algorithm to take these paths naturally without
modification. We would then have to set the cost of the link to some known error
value to prevent it from being considered again. The other case shown in Figure
4.2b requires a more comprehensive solution. In the event of a complete disjoint
of connectivity, it may make sense to either create a new M-Course or attempt to
add the node to a neighboring partition to ensure connectivity, this requires some
communication overhead between the surface buoys using a system such as that shown
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in [52].
4.1 Sub-M-Course Algorithm Termination
Knowing when to terminate the generation of a Sub-M-Course is a vital part of
this process as there are many cases, which can only really be solved through post
processing after an initial Sub-M-Course has been generated. We can use network
information to help us make this decision. We use a ‘panic’ threshold to determine
if generation of a Sub-M-Course should be stopped and an attempt made to recover
it. The variables, which attribute to this threshold, include the cost of backtracking
across visited edges and visiting nodes outside of the local partition, we can use the
base cost of taking these links and multiply by a fixed or variable value. This cost
would then be added into the ‘panic’ threshold, which itself would be dependent on
several factors in the network, including network size, remaining unvisited local nodes,
etc. . . . Once we decided to terminate the algorithm, we may end up at a location,
which is nowhere near the source node. In this case we need to create a path back to
the source node, either by backtracking or utilizing unvisited edges related to the Sub-
M-Course. This would be handled as a process run on the Sub-M-Courses after they
have been generated in an attempt to prune ‘useless’ nodes from the Sub-M-Courses
and create cycles from non-cyclic Sub-M-Courses.
4.2 Sub-M-Course Linking
Once we have created a set of Sub-M-Courses we need to join them into a master
M-Course that covers all nodes in a local partition. We can use the fact that Sub-M-
Courses are for the most part cyclic to our advantage. If we take the broadcast nature
of wireless networks into account we can send packets to any node in range at the
same time, given the solution for the network shown in Figure 4.3a there are several
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cycles formed, each connected by a link, these links would have to be traversed twice
in this case to create a complete cycle. But if we only need to touch the nodes we
need not pass back along these routes unless we are reporting an error. Thus, we can
treat this network as a series of cycles connected as a directed acyclic graph, shown
in Figure 4.3b.
To actually perform this linking procedure we would simply have to follow the Sub-
M-Course containing the SG and check each outgoing edge for nodes which belong
to another Sub-M-Course. Upon discovery of an appropriate edge, we could simply
join them together and then continue following the path of the Sub-M-Courses until
we have linked all Sub-M-Courses in this manner.
(a) M-Course solution for a simple network
topology
(b) Network of cycles connected by edges such
that it forms a type of directed acyclic graph
Figure 4.3: Flow Network formed from a M-Course containing a set of Sub-M-Courses
We can see that we cover the network by flowing from one Sub-M-Course to the
next. When reaching a node with more than one outgoing edge according to the flow
network design (e.g., as shown in Figure 4.3b) we send a packet along both edges at
the same time through a broadcast, allowing us to check multiple paths at the same
time. This also allows us to build a dependency tree of Sub-M-Courses, which will
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be useful in routing event alarms.
4.3 Handling Disjoints of Connectivity
If we find that we have a disjoint of connectivity between Sub-M-Courses after linking
(as shown in Figure 4.2b), we are left with two options:
1. Join the two disjoints using links external to the local partition
2. Make the two M-Courses and attempt to link the lower M-Course with a differ-
ent SG
The second solution can be seen as a fall back option if the first solution fails.
However, this is fairly unlikely in all but the most loosely connected networks. To
actually do this, we can try and create an shortest path based on this external links
between the sets of disjointed Sub-M-Courses. From this we can simply use the
shortest path to link these nodes together.
4.4 Complexity of Proposed Solution
We can view the complexity of this solution as a series of possible complexities:
• Sub-M-Course Generation
• Sub-M-Course Linking
• Handling of Disjoints of Connectivity
The complexity of Sub-M-Course Generation is fairly straightforward. If we con-
sider the graph G(V,E) where V represents the nodes in the graph and E represents
a connection between two V such that Euj = (Vu, Vj, c) where c is a non-negative real
valued cost for Eij.
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L represents the nodes which exist in the local partition such that X = V L and
X is the set of nodes which are not in the local partition. LE represents the set of
LE which connect nodes that exist only in L i.e. LEuj = Vu, Vj, cwhereVu, Vj ∈ L.
Since we have a constant number of operations per edge, we can assume that the
complexity of calculating the cost of an edge is of O(n). However, we may process
any LE on more than one occasion so the worst case of the process can be said to be
of O(L× (LE × n)).
The complexity of the linking process assuming no disjoints of connectivity can
be described as follows. If we consider the SE to be the set of links that are used to
form all Sub-M-Courses in the local partition, we need to traverse every link at most
once and then search all other links in the network for nodes which are not in the
current Sub-M-Course. We can describe the complexity as O(V + (LE \ SE)), as we
must traverse each edge and then check edges which are not currently used for links
to alternate Sub-M-Courses.
If we take a modified version of Dijkstra’s Shortest Path algorithm, which has
been shown to have a worst case of O(|E| + |V |log|V |), we can attempt to link any
nodes which are in another Sub-M-Course by searching links which move closer to
the target area first. We will have the same worst case as before, but it is very likely
that we will not encounter it unless there is no link between the disjointed sections of
the network. Thus, we can consider that our implementation will still have the same
worst case as before, hence O(|E \ SE|+ |X|log|X|).
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Chapter 5
Event Detection and Localization
In this chapter, we provide a novel scheme for beacon node placement and alarms for
event localization using M-Course routing to direct event alarms to an SG.
5.1 Beacon Placement
We consider a network G(V,E) that has been covered by one or more M-Courses
(C) made up of one or more Sub-M-Courses (SC). From this G(V,E) we create a
series of Beacon nodes (B) which act as collection points for Alarm Codes (A) which
represent a node in the network. Consider the network shown in Figure 4.3a, we
create three SC from this network, shown in Figure 5.1b (Source nodes for eachSC
are filled black). From these generated SC we create one C, which spans all nodes
but re-uses four edges in the process as shown in Figure 5.1a.
This gives us eight candidate beacon node positions (denoted by black nodes in
Figure 5.1b), which are placed at the intersections between SC to ensure coverage.
Ideally we want at least one beacon node placed in every SC so monitoring can be
dealt with locally. However, this does lead to beacon nodes being close together in
this particular example and creates pairs of tightly coupled nodes at the intersections
between SC.
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(a) SC providing complete node coverage for a
simple network, black nodes denoting Source for
each SC
(b) Candidate Beacon node positions for C
shown in (a)
Figure 5.1: Na¨ıve Beacon Placement Example
To try and find the optimal beacon node positions in this network we employ an
idea from [13] which is designed to detect anomalies in acyclic flow networks. The
basic idea being that sensor motes are flushed into a system and carried through
intersections, which may have beacons, attached to pick up signals from these mobile
sensor motes. These signals could then be used to determine if and where water
contamination is occurring. The beacon placement scheme in this work is based
loosely on this work. We have the initial candidate nodes placed above, and SG
nodes in our case are always beacon nodes due to their special status.
We use a potential value (φ) which is based upon the parent nodes of the current
vertex such that for two vertices vi and vj, vj is the parent of vi, viφ˙ > vjφ˙. We use
a threshold value (τ) so that once a node’s φ falls below τ the node at that vertex is
turned into a beacon node reducing the τ value of all subsequent nodes. The value
of τ cannot be calculated in the same fashion as in [13] since packets are always
guaranteed to flow down a pre-described edge if that edge exists in the network.
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Using differing values of τ we can attempt to regulate the number of beacon nodes in
the network. We can use this concept in tandem with the na¨ıve placement model to
create a working model. We place a beacon node pre-emptively at the starting node
of each Sub-M-Course and then run the algorithm, adding extra beacon nodes into
the network when needed.
This system allows us to distribute beacon nodes into the network acting as buffers
for events and placing these beacon nodes in useful positions when there is not enough
coverage in the local area. We have found that most of the time, the originally placed
source nodes are enough to ensure realistic coverage of the network, assuming that
Sub-M-Courses are not overly long.
5.2 Alarms
We use a system of alarms to inform nodes of any particular Sub-M-Course of an event
that has occurred at a node in that Sub-M-Course. When an event is detected the
node forwards that alarm along the path of the local Sub-M-Course until it reaches
the a beacon node in that Sub-M-Course. Once we reach a beacon node it can make
a decision to either forward the alarm onwards to the next hop in the Sub-M-Course
or upwards towards the SG. This way we can use the generated M-Course to describe
a route back to an SG or at least to a local beacon node in the network.
5.2.1 Environmental Alarms
If a node in the network detects an environmental variable that we are searching for
it will generate an alarm of the form Tx − ENV − Data where x is the ID of the
Sub-M-Course, ENV is a flag denoting the type of this alarm and the following data
segment containing information about this alarm. This alarm is sent to the next node
in the Sub-M-Course, this process is repeated until the alarm reaches the beacon node
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responsible for linking this Sub-M-Course with those further up in the dependency
tree for this network.
When a beacon node receives an environmental alarm it attempts to buffer the
alarms such that we can reduce the number of transmissions required, as typically if
a node detects an environmental event it is highly likely that other nearby nodes will
also detect the event. Hence we should buffer these alarms until we can be reasonably
sure that all nodes that can detect the event have done so. We can then send this
batch of alarms up the network, following the M-Course up to the SG node.
5.2.2 Network Alarms
Network alarms are more specifically related to network issues, and as such we have
two different network event types, the first case being a node in a Sub-M-Course can
no longer communicate with the next hop, the second case being a node cannot find
the next Sub-M-Course.
Network Recovery
If we find that a link is no longer viable we have several alternatives, we attempt
to increase the transmission range of the node in question. From [53], we see that
transmission range can be expressed as a function of current depth, transmission
power, frequency and signal modulation, by choosing the a combination of both we
can extend the transmission range by many hundreds of meters by optimizing the
transmitter to its environment. Therefore, so we can have a standard fits all case
which saves power and a searching case which increase power and attempts to tune
the transmitter to fit the environment.
If we find that the node still cannot be reached we need to try and search for it.
In order to achieve this we could adapt the concept of whirlpool routing described
in [54], which progressively searches a wider and wider area for the missing node in
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(a) u(6, 10) is broken leading to an alarm being
broadcast (T1, 10)
(b) The broadcasted alarm follows this path
Figure 5.2: Alarm Codes for a missing edge inside a Sub-M-Course
A 6 → 4 → 11 → ×
B 6 → 5 → ×
C 4 → 16 → 11 → ×
Figure 5.3: Broadcast Path from Figure 5.2
order to localize the missing node. The following two sections describe the process
of recovering from both network alarm cases as described above. If the node is not
discovered by simply increasing transmission range or other recovery methods.
Node Specific Alarms
Given the example in network shown in 5.1, we can expand on it further into the
example here in Figure 5.2a. If we find that node 10 has moved or simply become
non-contactable along the planned edge from node 6, node 6 broadcasts an alarm
packet (T1 − NET − 10) to all nodes in range and so on in a chain like fashion, as
shown in Figure 5.2b.
The paths taken by the broadcast packets are shown in Figure 5.3. We can see that
there are alternate paths that can be taken to maintain connectivity in cyclic manner.
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Figure 5.4: Dependency Tree for network shown in Figure 4.3
There is a final path (with the non-shaded arrow) which denotes the collected alarms
begin sent back along the Sub-M-Course. We also need to ensure that any Sub-M-
Courses that are directly dependent on this Sub-M-Course are notified, so that we
can alter ourselves and react to this event if it affects us. For this purpose we propose
the use of a dependency tree to denote how Sub-M-Courses are related to each other
as shown in Figure 5.4.
The event shown in Figure 5.2, occurs in T1. If we use the graph we can determine
that T4 is not affected, we do not need to react to this alarm if we hear it. All nodes
in the Sub-M-Course that are touched by the alarm that are directly dependent (i.e.,
directly linked above or below on the dependency tree) will also attempt to find their
assigned links in the meantime to ensure that even if the target node has disappeared
completely operations can continue. The alarm packet in this case will form (TSC , Vi),
where TSC is the ID of the current SC and Vi is the id of Ntarget. These alarms will
be collected at beacon nodes in the network so that the node management protocol
can be used to resolve issues if needs be, but also a copy of the Alarm will be sent
up along the M-Course to the SG node so a reference is kept of the issue and any
solution if one is made. We would preferably attempt to solve these sorts of issues at
a local level if possible, only informing the SG of the resultant actions being taken to
keep connectivity.
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(a) Modified Segment of network shown in Fig-
ure 4.3
(b) Broadcasted Alarms if u(17, 18) is removed
Figure 5.5: Alarms broadcasted for a missing Sub-M-Course
Sub-M-Course Specific Alarms
Links between Sub-M-Courses can be defined as gateway links which if broken lead
to entire sections of the network being unavailable (which may or may not be the case
depending on the network layout). If this link is broken, we need to send an alarm
code but for a missing SC (so of the form (TSC)). If a node on the target SC picks up
the alarm then it will try and complete its pre-defined route, pre-emptively promoting
itself to a beacon node and acting as a new ingress node for this Sub-M-Course.
If we take a slightly modified segment of the network in Figure 4.3 shown in
Figure 5.5, we introduce several new links between Sub-M-Courses T0 and T4 and
then eliminate u(17, 18) we can force an alarm to be generated for the Sub-M-Course
T4.
From this we can see that in this case the alarm is broadcasted and reaches a
node on the target Sub-M-Course (SCtarget) in this case node 19, which we can then
treat as the source node for this Sub-M-Course. While this is happening we also
see that node 23 has a connection to node 18. In this case, depending on if node
19 has contacted node 18 already, then no action is taken, otherwise we start the
Sub-M-Course from node 18 and if we receive a message from node 19 no action is
then taken.
There are some more specific issues that may arise. If an entire Sub-M-Course
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becomes non-contactable we may loose further connectivity down the network, we
need to think about how to continue error detection given a large section of missing
nodes. Once again we can use the dependency tree to determine if a Sub-M-Course
is dependent on the Sub-M-Course indicated in the alarm and if this is the case we
can trigger the normal behavior of the system. This can be done either by specific
corrective action taken by the SG or local corrective actions taken by the Sub-M-
Course beacon nodes.
5.2.3 Multiple Events
Handling multiple events in the network is an extension of the previously described
work. For environmental alarms, we would collect the alarms at beacon nodes that
govern a particular Sub-M-Course. These collected alarms can then be packaged and
sent up into Sub-M-Courses which are directly above the current Sub-M-Course in the
dependency tree. Handling multiple network alarms only becomes an issue if there are
multiple alarms in the same Sub-M-Course since alarms in separate Sub-M-Courses
should be solved internally by the beacon nodes responsible for those Sub-M-Courses.
If multiple node alarms inside a Sub-M-Course occur we can still recover from this
event supposing that a viable set of edges still remain within the Sub-M-Course to
recover. As the alarms would eventually end up at the controlling beacon node, which
could then make the decision on what new path should be designed.
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Chapter 6
System Performance Analysis
In this chapter we describe the algorithms needed to generate M-Courses and analyze
the expected and simulated performance of our proposed solution.
6.1 M-Course Routing Algorithm
The M-Course routing algorithm has been designed in several incremental stages,
starting with the basic nearest neighbor algorithm, these were tested over several
topologies such as those presented in Figure 4.2. The main part of the algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1. The loop shown in Lines 2–30 represents the recursive loop
which iterates over every node Ncurrent in a given population P by following the least
costly edge Ecurrent.
To trigger the process, we set Ncurrent as the input Nsource on Line 1 after this we
select the cheapest edge that takes us to an unvisited node in P as shown in Lines
3-11. Edges for any Node are placed in a sorted list, which is sorted by the associated
costs of each edge and thus we simply request the ‘next’ value of the list and check
for a nodes existence in P on Line 5 in which case we simply add, this prospective
node to the current Sub-M-Course, adding the edge causes the edge to be marked as
visited and the cost to be increased (meaning the edge list needs to be re-sorted). If
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Algorithm 1 Sub-M-Course Generator Pseudo-Code
Input : NSource, P, Limit, sub course
1: Ncurrent = Nsource
2: while P.size > 0 do
3: while Ecurrent 6= NULL do
4: Ecurrent = Ncurrent.getNextEdge
5: if Ecurrent → N ∈ P then
6: Ecurrent.course membership.add(sub course.ID)
7: Ecurrent.visited = TRUE
8: Sub Course.add(Ncurrent)
9: end if
10: end while
11: if Ecurrent == NULL then
12: Ncurrent.calculateEdgeCost
13: Ecurrent = Ncurrent.getCheapestEdge
14: Ecurrent.course membership.add(sub course.ID)
15: Ecurrent.visited = TRUE
16: Ncurrent = Ecurrent.getOtherSide
17: sub course.add(Ncurrent)
18: Panic+ = Ecurrent.cost
19: end if
20: if PANIC ≥ limit‖Ncurrent == Nsource then
21: sub courses.add(subcourse)
22: sub course = newlist
23: Ncurrent, Nsource = P.get(0)
24: end if
25: end while
26: Run Sub-M-Course Linker
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we reach the end of the edge list for he current node then we have to determine a
new cost value for each of the edges based upon several cost metrics. This is shown
in lines 12-20. We then add the calculated cost to the Panic counter on Line 19,
which we can use to determine if any particular Sub-M-Course is becoming unviable
and we should end the routing of this particular Sub-M-Course, which is shown in
Lines 21-24. If we found that the next node is the also Nsource, we have complete
cycle and we create a new list to store the next Sub-M-Course. In both cases we
need to fitch the next unvisited node in the population and set it as Ncurrent and
Nsource for the next iteration. This loop is then repeated until unvisited population
is equal to 0 ensuring that the end of the algorithm visits all population nodes. Once
we have generated all Sub-M-Courses we may need to prune Sub-M-Courses of any
superfluous nodes. We choose a simple case of only pruning Sub-M-Courses that are
not complete cycles, shown in Algorithm 2.
This is achieved through using the visited counter on each of the nodes to remove
nodes from the Sub-M-Course. Initially we take the last node in a Sub-M-Course and
work backwards through the Sub-M-Course removing nodes that are either visited
more than once or outside of the local partition shown in lines 3-13. We also check
every node and its edges for a connection to the source node of the current Sub-M-
Course and if an edge is discovered that link is then added to the Sub-M-Course and
treated as a complete cycle and the pruner moves on to the next Sub-M-Course in lines
4-10. Once we remove all superfluous nodes from the end of the Sub-M-Course, we
try to form the path into a cycle in lines 16-26. Essentially, we attempt to backtrack
from the current node until we find the Source node of that particular Sub-M-Course
via the existing Sub-M-Course or via an alternative unvisited edge. This however is
not the most efficient way and can be improved to attempt to fully utilize unused
edges to create a more efficient solution.
Once all nodes are visited, we then move to Sub-M-Course linker algorithm shown
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Algorithm 2 Sub-M-Course Pruner Algorithm
Inpit : sub courses
1: for all SCiinsub courses do
2: Ncurrent = SCi.getLast
3: while Ncurrent.visited > 1 do
4: for all EjinNcurrent do
5: if Ej ⇒ SCi.getF irst then
6: Ncurrent.next = SCi.getF irst
7: finished = TRUE
8: Break Loop
9: end if
10: end for
11: Ncurrent = Ncurrent.getPrevious
12: Ncurrent.next = NULL
13: end while
14: if !finished then
15: Npop = Ncurrent
16: while Ncurrent 6= SCi.getF irst and !finished do
17: Ncurrent.next = Npop.getPrevious
18: Npop = Npop.getPrevious
19: for all EjinNcurrent do
20: if Ej ⇒ SCi.getF irst then
21: Ncurrent.next = SCi.getF irst
22: finished = TRUE
23: Break Loop
24: end if
25: end for
26: end while
27: end if
28: end for
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Algorithm 3 Sub-M-Course Linker Algorithm
Input : subcourses, searchlimit
1: while sub courses remain unchecked do
2: curr = sub courses.getNext
3: for all niincurr do
4: for all ejinni do
5: if ej.getOtherSide.membership /∈ ni.membership then
6: if ej.getOtherSide.courseType == cycle then
7: join = ni.getNext
8: ni.next = ej.getOtherSide
9: sub courses.get(ni.getNext).next = next
10: else
11: generateCycle(sub courses.get(ni.getNext.membership)
12: join = ni.next
13: ni.next = ej.getOtherSide
14: sub courses.get(ni.getNext).next = next
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: end while
20: while !finished do
21: curr = sub courses.getDeepest
22: target = sub courses.getClosest(curr)
23: while !joined‖paniccounter < searchlimit do
24: Recursively Search edges which take use closer to target (i.e. Modified Short-
est Path)
25: if Minimum Cost > search limit then
26: Promote curr to M-Course
27: end if
28: end while
29: if No Remaining Sub-M-Courses then
30: finished = TRUE
31: end if
32: end while
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in Algorithm 3. This algorithm runs only if we have more than one Sub-M-Course
remaining after the initial Sub-M-Course Routing algorithm is run over the local
population. The basic concept is that we are looking for Sub-M-Courses that contain
nodes with unvisited edges linking two Sub-M-Courses together. To do this we simply
follow each Sub-M-Course and check the nodes for edges leading to alternative Sub-
M-Courses show in lines 3-17.
If an edge leading to another Sub-M-Course is discovered we have one of two op-
tions. If we have a complete cycle we can simply join the Sub-M-Courses together by
using this edge as an entry into the other Sub-M-Course, we then remove that alter-
native from the Sub-M-Courses list and follow the updated Sub-M-Course. Ideally
this would lead to a single generated Sub-M-Course; however as previously described
in Figure 3.1a, there are some networks where complete disjoints of connectivity in
the local population exist.
To combat this, we have a second stage of Sub-M-Course linking which is shown
in lines 20-25 where we attempt to link two Sub-M-Courses which are completely
disjoint from each other. The basic idea is that we take the Sub-M-Course with the
deepest average XYZ position (Sub Coursedeepest) and then attempt to join it to its
closest Sub-M-Course (Sub Coursetarget). To do this we search Sub Coursedeepest and
find all candidate external edges (Eext) that this Sub-M-Course has access to. We
can then order the list of Eext to find the edge that is closest to Sub Coursetarget. We
can then select edges that move us closer towards the average XYZ coordinates of
SubCoursetarget. This may not yield and appropriate result so we may have to explore
many routes before we find a connecting path and there may not be an existing link
that solves this solution so we have to take into account that we may have to attempt
to force the Sub-M-Course to another SG and thus forming a complete M-Course out
of a Sub-section of the population.
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6.2 Simulation Setup
To Simulate both algorithms over a network, we implemented both node placement
schemes as described in Chapter 3. We have also tested them over 100 random net-
works with differing node densities so that we can test both algorithms over completely
planned and unplanned topologies. The output of these algorithms was generated and
visualized through the VisIt visualizer [55] giving us a blow-by-blow representation of
how any particular M-Course is generated from individual Sub-M-Courses to Linking
and then the final M-Course itself, allow us to visually debug any unusual output.
As modeling the progress visually makes it easier to tell when a problem is occur-
ring as humans have been demonstrated to easily create ‘ideal’ solutions for complex
problems like these (especially TSPs) [56]. We have used the network described in
Figure 5.1, as a secondary test platform, from which we run the M-Course routing
algorithm over the partitions to give us some more realistic output developed on a
placed network.
6.3 M-Course Generation Results
We consider the randomly generated networks in our algorithms. We generated a
number of random test cases using a number of input parameters. For these tests we
increased the node density inside of a local partition to try and increase the number of
existing paths between nodes. We started the process using a very low node density of
10 RNs per partition however this created networks which were completely unviable,
we have found that random generation only seems to generate viable networks when
we have around 40 nodes per partition with the given placement area and maximum
range values.
We found that it is very difficult to create a random situation were a viable network
is produced but with disjoints of connectivity as shown in Figure 3.1a. With this in
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Table 6.1: Link Statistics for Randomly Generated Networks
Nodes in
Partition
Internal Links External Links
Total Number of
Available Links
30 74.9 42.6 117.5
40 131.8 90.7 222.5
50 199.7 143.4 343.5
60 288.1 221.7 509.8
70 401.5 297.1 689.6
80 521.9 367 888.9
Table 6.2: Sub-M-Course Statistics for Randomly Generated Networks
Nodes in
Partition
Generated
Sub-M-
Courses
Disjoints of
Connectiv-
ity
Links in
M-Course
Complete
M-Courses
30 4.4 1.6 - -
40 4.8 0.2 61.6 1
50 3.8 0 67.1 1
60 4.7 0 82.2 1
70 4.3 0 90.8 1
80 4.6 0 101.8 1
mind we have simplified the random network generator and tested both algorithms
over both implementations. We have also been looking for special cases that can
create disjoints of connectivity, but we have found only a small proportion of cases
in the 40 node networks. The results of these tests are shown in Table 6.1 and Table
6.2. These results are also shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. From these results
we can see that the number of links in any given M-Course increases in an almost
linear fashion with the density of nodes in local partition. We can also see that we are
generating on average four to five Sub-M-Courses per local partition. We can attempt
to modify the algorithm to give more or fewer Sub-M-Courses but it is unclear if this
will greatly affect the results in this case. We can see that the algorithm works in
nearly all cases and produces an acceptable but non-optimal tour of all nodes.
The tests were carried out on a system with a 2.4Ghz Dual Core Processor, running
a Java implementation of the algorithm. The runtime of the randomized networks is
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Figure 6.3: Runtime for Randomly Generated Networks, Split into Four Partitions
shown in Figure 6.3, which shows an expected result of increasing time as the size of
the considered partition is increased the runtime increases in a fairly linear fashion.
The runtime is very minimal in general taking less than 0.1 seconds up to 200 nodes
in the local partition. In normal cases this would be a very dense network and we
would be unlikely to reach this level of node density even in the largest networks,
as if we refer back to the model shown in Figure 3.3 we are considering a network
operating over a square kilometer over a three kilometer water column with less than
100 nodes.
We also considered the run time of this algorithm using the entire network as an
input as opposed to smaller partitions of the network. We can see in Figure 6.4 that
the time taken to process the entire network increases at a worse rate than simply
partitioning the network into four equally sized chunks.
The results of not partitioning also lead to a large increase in Sub-M-Course length
and thus reduce the effectiveness of the algorithm greatly for large randomly generated
networks, these effects are shown in Table 6.3. We can see that the number of
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and as Four Partitions
generated Sub-M-Courses doesn’t really vary, but the length of some Sub-M-Courses
increases dramatically, in this type of network which has a large number of edges our
proposed solution will simply not create a viable solution.
However this is greatly dependant on the network itself. If we feed a more rea-
sonable network into the algorithm such as those demonstrated in Figure 3.3 we can
achieve more reasonable results for larger networks. However, in these models we are
Nodes in Network
Average
Number of
Sub-M-
Courses
Average
Sub-M-
Course
Length
Minimum
Sub-M-
Course
Length
Maximum
Sub-M-
Course
Length
160 (40 Nodes) 11.8 17.4 1 116
200 (50 Nodes) 12.5 19.6 1 160
140 (60 Nodes) 12.2 23.7 1 212
280 (70 Nodes) 14.1 23.4 1 221
320 (80 Nodes) 12 30.9 1 279
Table 6.3: Results when Considering Entire Network as a Partition (Node Count in
Brackets Represents Equivalent Partition Based Solution for 4 Partitions)
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only concerned with smaller networks as the deployments will be device limited. We
can also see the effect of splitting the network into smaller partitions shown in Figures
6.6 and 6.5. These figures show the relative length of the complete M-Courses when
the operation is performed over four partitions of the network or the entire network.
We can see that the lengths of the M-Courses do not really change, but the difference
in fact comes in at the number and length of those generated Sub-M-Courses, once
thing that we can see from these results is that the partitioned network generates
more Sub-M-Courses which is a desirable effect as long as those Sub-M-Courses are
of sufficient length. We can see the length of Sub-M-Courses in Table 6.3. We gen-
erally construct one long Sub-M-Course and many shorter Sub-M-Courses, which is
very undesirable, when we compare the average length of Sub-M-Courses for the par-
titioned run verses the non-partitioned run (shown in Figure ??) we can see that the
variation in Sub-M-Course size is greatly exaggerated for the non-partitioned runs,
but as we increase the node density we start to run into similar problems as with
the non-partitioned run. One point of interest here is that the minimum value for a
group of runs over randomly generated networks is always one, which is due to the
random nature of the networks leading to nodes with only one degree of connectivity.
We can see the results of the algorithm over the designed networks in Table 6.4.
These results are based on selecting a 2 × 2 partition split as before and we should
expect to see similar results to before, where the increasing the nodes in a partition
leads to worse performance of the proposed algorithm. The results of the runs on
these networks can be seen in Table 6.4.
From the results shown in Table 6.4 we can see that the proposed algorithm seems
to generate many more Sub-M-Courses than with the random networks. We still get
the minimum one length of Sub-Courses which is still undesirable especially in placed
networks were cycles should be obvious. The generated Sub-M-Courses tend to be
much shorter here which is the second desired effect, allowing Sub-M-Courses to more
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Network Design
M-Course
Length
Sub-M-Courses
Per Partition
Average
Length
Minimum
Length
Maximum
Length
6.8a 112 Nodes
22 Nodes in
Partition
37 4 6.3 2 11
6.8b 285 Nodes
45 Nodes in
Partition
87 7 7.3 2 16
6.8c 347 Nodes
85 Nodes in
Partition
137 17 6 1 25
6.8d 1008
Nodes 188
Nodes in
Partition
349 25 8.5 1 33
Table 6.4: Placed Network Algorithmic Results
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(a) Network 1 –
1000 × 1000 × 1000
– 112 Nodes – 22
Nodes in Partition
(b) Network 2 –
1000 × 1000 × 2000
– 285 Nodes – 45
Nodes in Partition
(c) Network 3 –
2000 × 2000 × 1000
– 347 Nodes – 85
Nodes in Partition
(d) Network 4 –
2000 × 2000 × 2000 –
1008 – 188 Nodes in
Partition
Figure 6.8: Generated Networks using Node Placement Model Described in Chapter
3
effectively manage events by either forwarding them along the appropriate routes or
by dealing with them internally if possible.
To demonstrate the operation of the algorithm outlined in this thesis, we have
chosen one particular randomly generated network shown below in Figure 6.9. The
network consists of 4 different local partitions denoted by different colors each with a
SG node each spaced equally from each other on the plane Z = 0. There is a disjoint
of connectivity in the partition denoted by green nodes (x = 0−10y = 0−10), which
is easily joined by one single node. We can see in Figure 6.9 a single Sub-M-Course
being generated in a single partition with an initial node starting from the SG node
for this particular partition. In this case, a cycle is not formed meaning that we
have to attempt to form this path into a cycle using the pruning algorithm shown in
Algorithm 2.
After we generated a set of Sub-M-Courses we trigger the linking stage. To do this
we use the linker algorithm outlined in Algorithm 3. We continue with the network
shown in Figure 6.9 and generate a set of Sub-M-Courses, which cover the entire
partition (X = 0 − 10, Y = 0 − 10), we can see the generated Sub-M-Courses in
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Figure 6.9: Randomly Generated Network, with Disjoint of Connectivity
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 6.10: Generation of a single Sub-M-Course in the partition X=0-10 Y=0-10
in the network shown in Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.11.
After the simple links between Sub-M-Courses have been managed we have one
or more M-Courses. If we end up with only one candidate in the set then we have
completed a tour of all nodes in this local partition and no further actions need to be
taken. If we end up with more than one candidate in the set we need to continue the
linking process to include external nodes. We can see the complete Linked M-Course
Candidate below in Figure 6.12. From the stages we can see that there is some node
and edge reuse, in this case three nodes and two edges are being reused, the three
nodes in this case are the nodes at which the joins for the three Sub-M-Courses that
exist in the section (Z ≤ 15 of this partition). The edge reuse is a product of this
node reuse and the number of reused edges will be at minimum Nodesreused−1. This
of course will be modified by an edge or node re-use that occurs in the Sub-M-Course
generation phase.
While a good tested for normal and unusual circumstances in M-Courses routing
the randomly generated Networks are not an accurate representation of how nodes
will be actively deployed in real life situations. As the process tends to generate
nodes without a parent node in the local partition, meaning that we will have to
post process the network and remove the placed nodes as well, which may effect
the connectivity in the network. So for these cases we will be using the other node
placement method described in Chapter 3. We can create more realistic networks for
testing the algorithm. This gives us a limited testbed for the algorithm, so ideally
we need to create more or modify the current node placement algorithms to generate
more possible networks.
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Figure 6.11: Sub-M-Course Generation (Red Nodes Denote the End of the Sub-
M-Course, Green Nodes Represent Normal Sub-M-Course Nodes and Blue Nodes
represent the Source Node of that particular Sub-M-Course). Note that not all Sub-
M-Courses are complete Cycles
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 6.12: (a) A Completed Linked Sub-M-Course (Using only simple Linking not
using External Nodes)
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(m) (n) (o) (p)
(q) (r) (s) (t)
(u) (v) (w) (x)
Figure 6.12: (b) A Completed Linked Sub-M-Course (Using only simple Linking not
using External Nodes)
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Figure 6.13: The Sub-M-Courses shown in Figure 6.11 are simply linked into the
two Candidate M-Courses shown here, which match with the disjoint of connectivity
shown in Figure 6.9
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6.4 Event Localization Performance Results
We simulated an event in the network by creating a new node with a transmission
range representing the distance from the source of the event to the a node. If we
assume that the event is a chemical release from a point source we can roughly
equate the distance from the event as the concentration of the reading at any given
node in the deployed network. Once we have detected the event, we can then start
to broadcast alarms in the network. We can compare the transmissions needed by
any given event in the proposed system with a simple and na¨ıve system which simply
broadcasts received in an upwards fashion towards any possible SG node, so that
events can be recorded. The basic principles of our system mean that we should
require less broadcasts per event than the na¨ıve system as we only consider one path.
The path may not be the optimal one, but this method also allows us to collect
alarms at beacon nodes in the network before forwarding them on and thus reducing
the number of broadcasts further. If we take one of the randomly generated networks
created in the previous section as an example and place an event node randomly in
that area to create an event and from this model we can measure the number of
alarms generated by this event and then the number of broadcasts triggered by this
event.
If we assume a perfect channel in which no-retransmissions are required between
two nodes and each hears any broadcast if it is in communication range of that node,
we find that to complete a M-Course requires at most n broadcasts where n is the
number of nodes in the network. This cannot be reduced in this scheme however as
each node must send at least once. To act as an acknowledgement and to continue
processing in the next node(s). However if we take the Alarm broadcast system and
compare it to a na¨ıve case where we simply re-transmit a broadcasted alarm as soon
as we see it. We will require at most n transmissions to ensure delivery of the alarm.
But we may not need to inform every node of the alarm, so if we use the proposed
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(a) Network Partition with Sub-M-
Courses Highlighted
(b) Network Partition with Event Loca-
tions
Figure 6.14: Network Partition With Events
dependency tree we can reduce the number of send operations dramatically. In this
case we should send the alarm to Sub-M-Courses above us in the dependency tree
and forward resulting alarms along the prescribed M-Course back towards the SG.
This way the SG has a reference of an event, but may not need require action from
the SG node. This means that we will have at most SMCV + SGPath sends (where
SMCV refers to the set nodes in this Sub-M-Course and SGPath is the number of
nodes which if following the M-Course lead to the SG).
We use the network shown in Figure 6.9 and generate seven events at differing
depths across the local partition shown in Figure 6.14 so that we create a series of
environmental alarms across the entire partition, such that each event will hit at least
one Sub-M-Course. We can then use this to simulate the broadcasted alarms through
M-Course routing and compare the results to the broadcasting upwards strategy that
we have described.
If we take the given network shown in Figure 6.14a and take the link distances
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Sub-M-
Course
Distance
Connecting
Distance
Time to
Traverse
(Seconds)
Traverse
Connection
(Seconds)
0 5000 0 3.33 0
1 3900 600 2.6 0.4
2 0 500 0 0.33
3 2600 1000 1.73 0.67
4 600 500 0.4 0.33
Table 6.5: Time to Traverse any Sub-M-Course in the given Network
represented as Distance× 102 to make a more realistic approach and a distance that
we know we can communicate over as shown in [53]. We can use the propagation
speed of the acoustic signal in the medium [1]. We can determine the approximate
time that a signal would need to propagate over a perfect channel. The results of this
are shown in Table 6.5. The events shown in Figure 6.14b are created so that they
should roughly equate to a longer paths (i.e., event two is deeper than event one).
We assume that these events can only be captured on a reasonably short distance
(in this case 300m). From this we determine the nodes which capture the event and
show the results in Table 6.7. The timing results are extracted from the propagation
speed outlined in [2] along the length of the transmissions. The total time for prop-
agation is calculated by taking the amount of time taken for an alarm to reach the
beacon node in the Sub-M-Course plus the time that it would take for a message to
be passed around the entire Sub-M-Course as shown in Table 6.5, after which we also
add the time taken for a message to travel along the M-Course and reach the SG
node.
The total number of send operations for all alarms is shown in Table 6.8. We can
then compare this value to the number of hops taken for the described na¨ıve operation
in Table 6.9
From these results we show that often M-Course routing is sometimes less effective
than simply broadcasting upwards to the SG when considering the time taken. This
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Sub-M-Course Distance to SG Hops To SG Time Taken
0 0 0 0
1 42 10 2.8
2 58 13 3.87
3 72 16 4.8
54 86 19 5.73
Table 6.6: Sending a Message from the Controlling Beacon Node of a Sub-M-Course
to the SG of the Partition
Event
Sub-M-
Course
Node
Hops To
Beacon
Distance
To
Beacon
Time To
Traverse to
Beacon
Total Time
for
Propagation
1 0 7 5 2000 1.33 4.67
2 1 1 0 0 0 5.4
2 1 2 6 3100 2.07 7.47
3 1 6 2 1100 0.73 6.13
3 1 7 1 600 0.4 5.8
4 2 1 0 0 0 3.87
5 1 6 2 1100 0.73 6.13
6 3 1 0 0 0 4.8
7 3 2 1 600 0.4 6.93
7 3 3 3 1200 0.8 7.33
7 3 4 2 600 0.4 6.93
8 4 1 0 0 0 6.13
8 4 2 1 300 0.2 6.33
Table 6.7: Number of Sends taken by M-Course Routing
Event Sends Inside Sub-M-Course Sends to SG Total Sends
1 5 0 5
2 6 10 16
3 3 10 13
4 0 13 13
5 2 10 12
6 0 16 16
7 5 16 21
8 1 19 20
Table 6.8: Total Number of Sends Required by each Alarm Event using M-Course
Routing
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Event Sends to SG
Time Taken to
SG
Sends Total
1 2 0.67 8
2 2 0.73 + 0.73 18 + 20
3 3 0.93 + 1.27 32 + 33
4 3 1.47 34
5 3 1.47 33
6 7 1.13 37
7 8 1.8 + 2 + 2.07 74 + 67 + 66
8 9 2.67 76 + Failure
Table 6.9: Number of Sends taken by Na¨ıve Routing
is in part due to the buffering effect where we wait for all alarms to arrive before
sending the alarms forward, but it usually requires many fewer transmissions thanks
to the buffering effect of the beacon nodes. This reduces the number of sends required
to the number required for all nodes receiving the event to reach the beacon node
and then simply follow the M-Course routing to the SG, whereas the upper bound on
the na¨ıve broadcasting system is simply the number of nodes that are above the node
which detects the event, which increases greatly with the depth of the event as shown
in Table 6.9. These results take into account multiple nodes receiving the event and
sending their own upwards broadcasts. In order to detect one event alarm triggered
by event 8. The times shown in Table 6.9 are the ideal times for the message to reach
the SG but in reality these will be much higher due to the flooding of the network
caused by this method.
From the graphs shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 we can see that M-Course routing
may increase the time taken for an event to reach the a SG. It also significantly
reduces the number of broadcasts required for any particular event to reach an SG
node. This lag in alarms being received may not be acceptable, so we need to find a
way to reduce the time spent waiting for alarms in any Sub-M-Course. We can also
see from these charts that the na¨ıve solution does not cope well with multiple alarms,
especially shown in the event 7. So M-Course routing is not dependent on the number
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(a) Normal packet routing in
case of no errors
(b) One node moves completely
out of communication range
(c) Generated Alarms, in this
case we have three paths gen-
erated, one following the Sub-
M-Course after skipping miss-
ing node
Figure 6.17: Network Alarms across a Sub-M-Course
of alarms and reduces the number of send operations required for single and multiple
events. From these results we can see that our system should scale better to multiple
alarms.
6.4.1 Network Alarms
If we take the example M-Course described in Figure 6.14, we can simulate a network
error by removing one of the nodes in the network and then using the techniques
described in the previous chapter to attempt to fix the issue.
We can see that this approach works well in simple examples and in this case we
do not require a retransmission from the Beacon node of the alarm to ensure coverage
as an alarm has successfully traversed part of the Sub-M-Course and arrived back at
the Beacon node. In this case we would send the new path along the Sub-M-Course
to update the routing mechanism but would also then send an update upwards to the
SG to inform the control nodes of the error. The cost of recovering from this event
is directly linked to the number of edges in the Sub-M-Course and interconnecting
edges in that Sub-M-Course, in this case the maximum cost would have been if the
second node of the Sub-M-Course where to drift away, causing the beacon node to
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have to send out an alarm after a time out as it would not be possible for the alarm
to reach the beacon along the remaining Sub-M-Course. However, the damage would
be repaired. This cost is greatly dependent on the nature of the event itself. We may
still have to broadcast the alarm along all edges if an alarm is received for an edge
logically after the current node (i.e., implying that a link further along in the Sub-M-
Course is non-traversable). This effect requires us to send the alarm back along the
previously proven path. In other words, at most we will have N+UN send operations
(where N is the number of nodes in the Sub-M-Course and U is the number of links
which are not used in the Sub-M-Course and connect two nodes which are members
of the Sub-M-Course), we require UN as at most we would need to send the data
along the whole Sub-M-Course back to the beacon node. From this collected data we
would need a further N communications to relay the new Sub-M-Course path to the
nodes. Therfore, to recover from any one network alarm we need at most 2N + UN
send operations. In reality this is very unlikely to happen, recall the example shown
in Figure 6.17. It requires 13 send operations to fully recover (6 to distribute the new
Sub-M-Course and 7 alarm related send operations).
6.4.2 Multiple Network Alarms
We expand on the example shown in Figure 6.17 to include a second event as shown
in Figure 6.18. In this case we would store the initial alarm path at the source of
the second alarm and proceed as before. When the beacon node receives the new
path from the node, it would request the remainder of the first alarm to complete its
picture of the entire network.
The cost of this operation is also greatly dependant on the remaining Sub-M-
Course as before. It may require an even greater number of communications depend-
ing on the topology. If we use this idea recursively, such data should always make
it back to the beacon node for processing. The cost will likely increase rapidly, and
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(a) Second node drifts out of po-
sition
(b) Initial Alarm path is also
disrupted
(c) Send out a new alarm based
on the new missing edges
Figure 6.18: Network Alarms across a Sub-M-Course
we will need to devise a better solution for tracking multiple network events in the
same Sub-M-Course. In the example shown in Figure 6.18 we would require 12 send
operations to recover fully from these errors (5 to distribute the new Sub-M-Course
and 6 as a result of alarm related sends).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
From this work we have shown a novel method of creating Monitoring Courses (M-
Courses) over a set of nodes in a partition of a larger network, which is tolerant to
disjoints of connectivity inside a network. It is also based upon the estimated locations
of those nodes in a given network. We have also shown that these M-Courses can
be described as a type of Acyclic Flow Network, which we can use to discover edges
that are no longer practicable in the network due to node movement or malfunction.
We have also described a method of broadcasting alarms over the network in such a
way that nodes can be re-discovered if still in the network but also allow the original
functionality of the network to continue if at all possible.
The generated M-Courses and Sub-M-Courses have been shown to provide sub-
optimal but acceptable solutions for a series of randomly generated networks and
for a generated network. These solutions increase in length in a linear fashion along
with the number of considered nodes in the network. We have also demonstrated
that these networks can be considered as a sort of Acyclic Flow Network, with Cycles
acting as a routing tree through the network such that events can be collected and
dealt with at a local level and by referring the issue to SG nodes.
As of a future work, we would like to test this theory through a series of mobile
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nodes using a simulator such as NS-3 [57], which includes a UAN (Underwater Acous-
tic Network) package including node mobility schemes along with power models and
propagation models for acoustic telemetry [58]. In this case we could implement the
whole application, including management protocols and altering the MAC layer to
befit the given M-Course routing model described in this thesis.
We found that our proposed solution can have a subset of RNs which are primarily
used for communication and thus suffer a much greater level of power drain. We can
try to alleviate this problem by reversing the flow of the Sub-M-Course to push
messages into lesser used portion of the network. This of course is assuming that
there is an asymmetry in the amount of data sent from the SG and data being sent
to the SG. We could also attempt to leverage the mobility of the nodes to push nodes
with a greater battery life towards the upper layers of the network.
We plan to improve the Sub-M-Course generation algorithm through the use of
other cycle generating techniques, to create smaller Sub-M-Courses with increased in-
terconnectivity, allowing for more redundant paths between Sub-M-Courses. Another
path we can take here is to increase the number of beacon nodes in any Sub-M-Course
such that we buffer alarms more often, we could also allow them to act as reversible
flow controls, directing the flow of an alarm along the shortest path on a Sub-M-
Course.
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